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	HEADLINE: Diversified Populations of Ca. L. asaticus  Exited in Florida
	TITLE: Dissecting The Disease Complex of Citrus Huanglongbing in Florida
	DATE: 10/15/10
	SPONSOR: [Citrus Research and Development Foundation]
	CATEGORY: [Culture, Molecular Biology, Koch's Postulates]
	ABSTRACT: The objective of this project is  1) to complete the Las genome sequence and conduct comparative genomics studies on the Liberibacter species; 2) to explore the potential role of the microbial community and genetic diversity of Las bacteria in HLB development;  3) to confirm if Las bacteria are seed-transmissible and  their role in HLB development. A complete circular genome of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus was obtained using a metagenomics approach and published in MPMI 22:1011-1020, 2009.  In collaboration with Dr. Hong Lin at the USDA-ARS in Parlier, California, we have obtained a complete genome sequence of Ca. L. psyllaurous with ca.1.25Mb, and the sequence has been released on NCBI.  End sequencing of all BAC clones of Las revealed new clones containing different Las sequences and potential rearrangement of Las genome. Based on the variations within the Las prophages, eight different haprotypes (populations) have been identified, and their correlations with phenotypes and disease severity of HLB is under investigations.   We have characterized the ATP translocase from Las and proved its function using a heterologous E. coli system. This data was published in J. Bacteriol. 192:834-840, 2010. We are currently developing an antibody-based "drug" to target this protein, aimed at disrupting ATP import, which may be important for its survival. We have also characterized the individual genes of two putative zinc operons in Las, with an overall aim of interfering with the ability of Las to regulate zinc uptake. Seed transmission of Las was tested in grapefruit, sweet orange, sour orange and trifoliate orange. Relatively high titers of Las were detected from both seed coats and inner seed coats collected from HLB-affected citrus plants. A very low titer of Las was detected from the embryos and seedlings using nested PCR and real-time PCR. Most, if not all the seedlings did not show typical HLB symptoms and contained a relatively low Las bacterial titer for HLB, even in the three to four year old seedlings. The results indicated that the seed-transmitted Las could not cause typical HLB disease by themselves, which suggested "Detection of Candidatus Liberibacter asiaticus was NOT necessarily equal  to the presence of "HLB disease" in plants." Psyllid transmission study on the Las-positive seedlings was performed. High percentage of psyllids acquired Las bacterium but did not have the same bacterial levels as those from HLB-affected citrus plants.  However, it is  FIRST TIME  that ONE SEED-TRANSMITTED HLB SEEDLING was confirmed by PCR using several Las-specific primer sets. Graft transmission of the cutting from this HLB plant is underway. Repeat testing from the HLB-affected sour orange seeds is in the process. Progress on culture of Las bacterium in vitro  has been made. Up to 100,000 to 1,000,000 cells/ml were obtained within 72 hrs based on qPCR estimation. The Las cells number in the cultures were staggering and decline when they reached to Ct value 25.00 in liquid media. We are looking into the potential inhibition due to the prophage/phage conversion. Factors affecting the growth are being further evaluated using a spit-plot design. 
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